STORM AND THUNDER 31/03/21
Who was there: Rami, Fran, Bethan, Chris Rider,
Jules, Victoria, Annie, Alina

We checked in, introduced ourselves and shared
some news
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victoria is having furniture taken away
this week so she’s making lots of new
space in her flat
Bethan has been doing art with her
grandma this week
Rami went for a walk yesterday and had
an ice cream on the beach
Fran wasn’t feeling great as her dad is in
hospital
Jules has been enjoying the sunshine, but
accidentally pulled up her landlord’s
flowers yesterday!
Annie has also been enjoying the
sunshine and doing some nice walks over
the downs
Alina joined from Germany and told us
what it’s been like in Berlin recently

Jules shared the Equal Opportunities
presentation and explained all about the
upcoming report
•
•

•
•

We want to make sure that everyone who
is part of Gig Buddies is treated fairly and
that no one gets left out
We collect this information to understand
who is accessing our project and
sometimes we have to use this
information for reports
We don’t share this information with
people
Jules explained about ‘consent’ and how
it your choice if you want to answer the
questions or not

Jules started sharing the different questions the
council would like to know about our participants
and said to put a thumbs up, thumbs down or in
the middle if we understand the question or not.
Gender
• Storm and Thunder agreed that this
question made sense to them.
• Rami raised a good question about why
people write ‘she/her’ ‘they/them’ after
their names. We explained that some
people like to let others know what they
want to be referred to so there is no
confusion.
Sexuality
• People felt like this was too personal and
wouldn’t want to answer it
Ethnicity
• People agreed that the word ‘ethnicity’
was a bit confusing, and a list of options
would be better so that they could tick
the one they relate to.
Religion
• Rami said he would rather not tell people
about his religion
• Bethan said she would feel uncomfortable
if someone asked her this
• Everyone agreed that it sounded too
personal
Disabilities
• The question that the council have
included is ‘are your day-to-day activities
limited because of a health condition or
disability?
• Fran and Bethan said they would feel
upset if someone asked them this
• Victoria said she doesn’t like the word
disabled she would rather ‘learning
disability’ because the word ‘disabled’
sounds negative.

Carer
• Rami said this was not clear
• Bethan said she felt like there is too much
information included and it gets too much
after already answering so many
questions
Thank you Storm and Thunder for all your honest
opinions and help with this, we really appreciate
it!

